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who pull down and carry off the interesting remain: of art 
left by our ancestors, and that to destroy and not preserve. 

MATHEUS O,DUBAGXAN 
HOC OPUS FECIT: 

BARTHOLAMEO O,FLANRAGAN 
PRIORI DE DAMYNIS, A.D. 

1449. 
But the En- rs have not had this boast entirely to 

themselves. 
" In the year 1808, 

SI cannot tell how the truth may be, 
I say the tale, as 'twas said to me.' 

" A captain of artillery resided in the ordnance barrack in 
the town of E- . His wife, an Italian lady, resided with 
him. The captain, wishing to erect a certain necessary 
little edifice in his garden, hired a cot, which was sent to 
Devenish to fetch thence some of the stones, which the 
piety and munificence of our ancestors had raised for 
religious ptrposes, and were now destined for a purpose 
not quite so dign/fied and venerable. The cot was accord- 
ingly well laden from the ruins, and among the stones 
then carried away was that, which bears the inscription 
given above. The building. was in due time finished, and 
the stone with the inscription built into the wall over the 
door-with the hope, perhaps, on the part of the captain, 
that in future ages some searching antiquary might be led 
to venerate the memory of a man who had the taste to 
mark the erecting of such an important building and fix 
the period by connecting it with the time, when B. O'Flan- 
nagan bore sway in the neighbouring Priory !! The stone 
however was not to fulfil so important a duty. The cot 
in the trip, in which it brought away the stone, was in 
Anminent danger of being swamped. The Captain's lady 
heard of this, and also, that the stone had been part and 
parcel of the old priory. Both circumstances wrought so 

powverfully on her mind, that she never ceased to impor- 
tune the Captain, until she prevailed on him to take down 
the stone and sent it back to the priory. The stone is now 
firmly built into the wall of the priory-tower." 

The date marked on the stone, A.D. 1449. connected 
with a passage in a letter from Sir John Davis* to the 
Earl of Salisbury, affords ground for supposing, that the 
priory did not very long enjoy the prosperity, which 
seemed to be secured to it by its insulated position. Sir 
John had attended the Lord Deputy of Ireland on a tour 
of inspection through the counties of Monaghan, Ferma- 
nagh, and Cavan, the substance of which is detailed to the 
Earl in the letter, from which this extract is taken. 

After detailing the result of the inquiries in the county 
Monaghan, he proceeds to write--" From Monaghan we 
went the first night to the ruins of the Abbey of Clonays, 
(Clones) where we camped ; passing from thence through 
ways almost impassable for our carriages by reason of wvoods 
and bogs, we came the second night after to the south side 
of Lough Erne, and pitched our tents over against the 
Island of Devenish, a place being prepared for the holding 
of our sessions for Fermanagh in the ruins ofan abbey there." 

There are other ruins in the island, and some interesting, 
notices connected with them, particularly with that named 
" St. Molaise's Kitchen," which is now the ruin 

ofea 
ruin. 

But of these another time. 4 * * 
- This letter was most probably written in the beginning of the reign 

of James I. some time between the year 1606 and 1612. In tihe latter 
wear Sii John died suddenly, as was thought, of apoplexji. 

FALLS OF NIAGARA. 
WE have long had it in contemplation to furnish to our 

readers 
a description of those reniarkable Falls, and as a 

friend has supplied us with the subjoined sketch of the hotels 
that stand close to them, we proceed to carry our intentions into 
effect, We should, perhaps, account for thus deviating from 

our general rule of confining ourselves to matters relating 
solely to Ireland, and we do so by stating, that we insert this 
article as an introduction to some on the interesting subject 
of Emigration, which we hope shortly to lay before our 
readers. At the present period, also, when so many of our 
countrymen are about to seek for homes " beyond the West- 
ern main," we trust that the following description will not be 
considered as entirely misplaced, Admitting our apology to 
be quite satisfactory, it may be asked, whether a view of the 
Falls themselves, would not be a more appropriate introduc- 
tion to such an article as the present ? Our answer is, that 
such a view as our space would enable us to present, would 
do but little towards conveying an idea of a scene of such 
magnitude; and we think that the scale section and map 
which we subjoin, together with the description, will do more 
towards enabling our readers to form some conception of those 
stupendous Falls, than any view which it would be in our 
power to give. Generally speaking, a very inferior delinea- 
tion of natural scenery, will convey a better idea of the cha- 
racter and appearance of the place depicted, than the most 
elaborate description, and the pencil of a tyro in his art, 
may be more effective than the pen of a Scott. There are 
scenes, however, which baffle alike the pencil and the pen: 
one of these is, the subject of this article; but as its peculiari- 
ties consist, in a great degree, in its immense magnitude and 
the tremendous sound which issues from it, and sight is 
thus not the only sense affected: the pen may be more suc- 
cessful than the pencil--cc The thunder and rush of mighty 
waters" may be described, but they cannot be delineated. 

The river Niagara conveys the waters of Lake Erie into 
Lake Ontario, the last of that chain of lakes or inland seas 
of fresh water, which extend through a great part of North- 
ern America, and contribute much to its wealth, by the 
facilities which they afford for commercial intercourse. These 
lakes are connected by rivers, and are supposed to contain 
nearly one-half of the fresh water on th6 surface of the 
habitable globe, which passing from one to the other, is 
ultimately discharged into the Atlantic Ocean, through the 
broad bed of the mighty St. Laurence. The majority of 
those lakes, both in size and number, lie to the north and 
north-west of Lake Erie; their waters pass into it, and 
from it by the river Niagara, into Lake Ontario, forming, 
in their course, the celebrated Falls. Lake Erie is about 
two hundred and sixty miles in length, about sixty-three in 
breadth at its widest part, and is about six hundred and fifty 
miles in circumference. Its greatest depth varies from forty 
to forty-five fathoms, its average depth is about twelve. The 
level of Lake Erie, at the efflux of the Niagara, is about 
three hundred and thirty-four feet above the level of the 
Ontario, at the place where this river enters the latter lake. 
At Fort Erie, which is situated at the north-eastern extre- 
mity of the lake of that name, the river Niagara may 
be said to commence, and is there about a mile in width. 
At some distance farther down it becomes contracted to 
half that breadth, and consequently rapid ; but escaping from 
this restraint, it expands in a gentle flow to an ex- 
tent of over six miles, embracing, in its progress, several 
islands, one of which, called Grand Island, containing a 

superficies of more than eleven thousand acres, is partially 
settled. The Niagara flows through a flat, fertile, and rapidly 
improving country, between banks so little above the level of 
its surface, as to lead Captain Hall to conjecture that a per- 
pendicular rise in its waters, to an extent not exceeding eight 
or nine feet, w-ould lay the adjoining districts on bothl sides 
under water to a considerable extent. This, as will hereafter 
be seen could occur only between Fort Erie and the Welland 
river. Along its course it separates Canada from the States, 
to which latter country all the islands which it contains, with 
the exception of Navy Island, belong. From Fort Erie to 
the mouth of the Welland (6*) is about sixteen miles; from 
thence to the falls about four. Immediately below the junc- 
tion of the Welland the indraught of the cataract becomes 
perceptible in the ripple which it causes (7). The water 
shortly after (8) rushes on with amazing force and rapidity in 
foaming and roaring rapids, until it changes its course, at 
rather a sharp angle a little above Goat Island (1), where it 
seems to pause, for a moment, in comparative tranquillity (9); 
quickly, however, sweeping along with accelerated speed and 
irresistible impetuosity (IO), divided by the island into two 
unequal channels, it rushes down the inclined plane at the 
head of the falls, until the whole mighty mass of waters is 
suddenly projected over the edge of a rock, one hundred and 

* See subjoined Map, p. 277. 
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sixty-two feet in perpendicular height, into a black and boiling 
caldron, one hundred and seventy feet in depth, and whose 
surface is about two hundred ana fifty feet below the level of 
the banks that enclose it. The dull, full, and loud roar created 
by the fall of this immense body of water seems to fill the very 
vault of heaven, and conveys to the spectator a tremulous sen- 

sation, as if the solid rock shook beneath his feet. This 
effect is particularly perceptible in Goat Island, the lower end 
of which separates the verge of the Horse-shoe from the veree 
of the American Fall, and commands a view into the terrific 
chasm beneath ; and, as this tremor induces an idea of insecuri. 
ty, it adds much to the appalling effects of this singular scene. 

Parilion Ilote4, ..mnti l Onlariu l!td. 

Many comparisons have been resorted to for the purpose of 
conveying to the mind some idea of the tremendous thunder 
which issues from the Falls; by some, it is said to resemble 
the distant cannonade of an engagement between two large 
fleets; others more correctly admit that there are no fitmiliar 
sounds to which it can be compared. A statement of the 
distance at which it is sometimes heard may assist the ima- 
gination. When the state of the atmosphere is unfavourable, 
it can be heard at the distance of three or four miles; when, 
on the other hand, it is favourable to the transmission of sound, 
the roar can be heard at a distance of forty-six miles! Let 
our readers remove every impediment which the formation of 
the ground may offer, and imagine, if they can, a sound pro- 
duced at Carlow and heard in Dublin. A cloud of spray or 
vapour veils the bottom of the cataract, and rises perpetually 
from it, adorned frequently, according to the relative positions 
of the sun and the spectator, with vivid rainbows and brilliant 
fragments of prismatic circles. The descent from Lake Erie 
to the head of the Falls, at the Table Rock (10), is about 68 
feet; 51 feet of this descent are obtained in the space of half 
a mile above them, and this added, to the height of the bank 
above the rock, places it at one hundred feet below the 
edge. The rock, however, can be reached by a scrambling 
descent through the shrubbery, and as it projects about forty 
feet horizontally, it overhangs the dreadful gulph. Some 
visitors, who admire the excitement of terror, obtain a view of 
the awtul chasm by lying on their face and hands on it, 
and looking over its " dizzy ledge." The surface of the bank 
is formed of ancient alluvial sand, of a depth varying 
from ten to one hundred and forty feet; under this is a stra- 
tum of hard limestone of about ninety-feet in thickness, form- 
ing the bed of the river above the Falls. This rests upon a 
bed of shales or slate of equal thickness, which forms the bed 
or bottom of the rent below them, through which the river 
rushes to Queenston (b), a distance of between six and seven 
miles. In this distance it descends about one hundred and 
four perpendicnlar feet. From thence to Lake Ontario, it 
flows in a wide and tranquil stream, and descends but two feet 
in a distance of seven miles. The banks on each side of the 
wall-sided chasm, which conveys the waters from the Falls 
to Queenston, are nearly on a level, and it is not per- 
ceived until the very brink of it is approached. The sub- 
stratum of shales is easily decomposed, and the water, 
which perpetually dashes against it, and the spray and torrents 
of air which rush upward from the bottom of the Falls, effect 
this decomposition very rapidly, leaving the limestone bed to 
vupport the waters, and forming those caves or hollows (c.) 

behind the cataract, which are sometimes visited by adventur- 
ous tourists, and which can be approached by the stairs and 
ladder (4.12). When this lower stratum is destroyed and 
washed away, to such an extent as to leave the limestone scale 
unsupported, the latter, yielding to the superincumbent weight 
of water, falls, from time to time, with a thundering crash and 
violent concussion which are heard and felt to a considerable 
distance. The last fall of this kind occurred in December, 
1828. In this way the Falls have receded about fifty yards 
within the last forty years ; in this way, they are supposed to 
have receded from Queenston to their present situation; and 
thus, in the lapse of ages, it is conjectured, they will reach 
Lake Erie. Mr. Lyell, in his admirable work on geology, 
enters into some curious speculations as to the probable rates 
of thleir former and future retrocession, and as to the effect 
it may produce. His observations on this subject are highly 
interesting; we can notice but a few of them. He calculates 
that, if the Fills have hitherto receded at the same rate that 
they have done within the memory of persons still living, they 
must have taken ten thousand years in receding from Queen- 
ston to the present spot; and, at the same rate, will require 
thirtly thousand years to reach Lake Erie; but lie, at the 
same time, suggests some reasons for suppcsing that their for- 
mer progress has been, and that their future may.be, more 
rapid. The cavern, behind the sheet of descending waters 
extends to a distance of over one hundred feet along the side 
of the HIorse-shoe (3) Fall, and is nearly that height in 
some parts. The air and spray from the bottom are impelled 
with frightful force, in whirling eddies, into this awful cavern; 
and the visitor who enters it must have a steady head, and be 
satisfied to endure a thordugh drenching; several, however, 
do, and the guide makes a handsome livelihood by it. A 
vast curtain of water veils the outside, and admits a green- 
ish light into the interior. 

The Horse-shoe Fall is at the Canadian side of the river; 
one half of it, however, (a profitable possession !) belongs to 
the States-the dotted line in the map marks the boundary. 
This Fall measures about seven hundred yards, following the 
curvature from the Canadian bank to Goat Island; the end 
of the island between the Falls, is about three hundred and 
thirty yards across, and the breadth of the American Fall, 
is about thie hundred and fifty yards, measuring the curve. 
In the rapids above the latter Fall, the proprietor of the island 
has, with wonderful ingenuity, erected a wooden bridge (2) 
two hundred yards in length, from the mainland to the is- 
land. Imnmediatelv above the Falls, the river is about a mile in 
breadth, anl twenty-five feet in depth; a short way below 
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them it is contracted to a width of about two hundred yards, 
and rushes through the wall-sided rent or chasm already des- 
cribed, at a depth below the level of the banks, varyiug from 
two hundred to three hundred feet. The cataract in its des- 
cent into the frightful pool, which receives it, takes with it a 
vast quantify of air which, repelled from the bottom, raises 
the water in several places into cov~al jets, some attaining a 

height of nearly one hundred feet. The contending currents 
created by the falling waters, are manifested in whirling and 

foaming eddies, and at a sharp turn of the river, about five 
miles below the Fall, the toiling and troubled waters form a 

whirlpool, according to Mr. Bouchette, as appalling in its ap- 
pearance as the cataract itself. About nine hundred yards 
below the Falls, a ferry is established; and the last men- 
tioned gentleman suggests the possibility of throwing a sus- 

pension bridge across, above the place where the ferry is now 
the only communication, from which, he says, a splendid view 
of this interesting scene, would be obtained. 

Perpendtoular Rock of Limestone and S&lte. 

Abrupt termination of the Precipice at Queensfon, 

hat this plan, if practicable, will be carried into effect at 
no very distant period, is not improbable, as it is in contem- 

plation to found a city on the spot, which is to be called the 

City of thi5 Falls. The industry and enterprise of our Ame- 
rican and Canadian brethren, have opened approaches to it 
from every side. Quebec, Montreal, Washington, New 
York, Philadelphia, and several other great and populous 
towns, may be said to be already connected with it by the 
inland navigation of lakes, rivers, and canals. The air there 
is salubrious-the country free from swamps, and fertile- 
the necessaries of life are cheap and abundant, and its luxu- 
ries easily procured. Above the cataract are hot springs(9) 
of a very high temperature, which may hereafter be found 
to possess valuable medicinal qualities. None of these cir- 
cumstances have escaped the lynx eye of commercial enter- 
prise, and a company of gentlemen of the highest respecta- 
bility, amongst whom may be mentioned, the Hon. W. Allan 
President of the Bank of Upper Canada, Mr I. I. Bucha- 
Dan, His Majesty's Consul, New York, HI-on. Mr. T. Clarke, 
Hon. Mr. Dunn, Receiver General, Lieutenant-General 
Murray, British Army, and several others, have 

pu'chased Mr. Forsayth's house, (a) and the adjoining land. Already 
the busy hum of preparation is heard : land is to be appro- 

epriated 
for a public promenade or park, to be ornamented 

with grottos, bgwers, and every attractive object which taste 
can suggest, or luxury require. Cottages are to be erected 
for the accommodation of those visitors who wish for domes- 
tic privacy-these are to be furnished. Lots of ground have 

been allocated for building, and are now for sale under the 

superintendence of a resident agent. Streets have been 
struck out--General Murray has already fixed his residence 
there; and a lady from the vicinity of London, has opened 
a boarding-school. A table d' hote has been established at 
both hotels, the building of one of' which, the Pavillion 
Hotel, which stands within less than one hundred yards of 
the Falls, cost ten thousand pounds; and such is the concourse 
of visitors, that it lets for a rent of five hundred pounds a 

year. We should not omit to mention, that sites have been 
selected for the erection of houses of worship, for almost 

every religious persuasion ; and here, when the " pealing an- 
them" mingles with the thunders of the falls, insensible must 
be the heart that will require from human lips a lesson on the 
omnipotence of the Creator. We cannot, however, conclude 
without expressing a doubt, whether the scenes exhibited in a 
fashionable and populous city, will harmonize well with 
the Falls of Niagara. We think that solitude should 

reign around it, and would heighten, if possible, its ef- 
fect. We are, we confess, inclined to think, that he who 
can duly appreciate its magnificence will steal from the bust- 

ling intercourse of society, and as he contemplates it, will re- 
cur in fancy to those remote periods, when its eternal roar 
awoke no echoes but those of primeval forests, and when few 

steps were turned towards it, save those of the red hunter, 
" Whose untutored mind 

Saw God in clouds, or heard him in the wind." 
And who, while he offered his silent adoration to the s" Fa- 
ther of the Waters," but yielded the instinctive homage of his 
heart to the 

"' 
Unknown God," through one of the most 

stupendous of his earthly works. H. 

THE DREAMERS. 
A TALE OF IRISH LIFE. 

It was on a fine harvesfmorning, when nature, decorated 
in her rich robe of matured beauty, wears the smiling ap- 
pearance of pleasure and plenty, that old Nona na bocough 
(Nona the Cripple) sat on the little bench outside of her 
cabin door. She was up, and stirring earlier than usual 
on this particular morning, and she gazed round her in- 
quiringly, as the rising sun darted his yet nearly horizontal 
beams over the landscape full against the walls of her 
cottage, which was situated in a little woody dingle by the 
side of a large rath, and at a little distance before her door 
ran a sweet clear babbling brook. Nona lived alone-a 
solitary being-no person knew who she was, for she came 
a stranger to the country, and she had the wisdom to keep 
her own secret. She knew no one out of the village, and 
few except her near neighbours ever paid her a visit; but 
by them she was loved and respected. Still she seemed 
a person who had at one time mixed with what might be 
comparatively termed genteel society ; she had much ex- 
perience and worldly wisdom, and made herself as useful 
to the simple people about her, by her advice and instruc- 
tions, as by her skill in fashioning their different articles 
of dress. She was shrewd, yet superstitious withal, and a 
great observer of signs and prognostics. She visited the 
sick, and prescribed simple remedies, chiefly composed of 
herbs with the nature of' some of which she seemed to be 
partially acquainted ; and the rustics had more faith and 
confidence in her medicines than in the prescription of the 
most celebrated physician. She looked sharply about her 
as she sat at her cabin door this beautiful morning. " Well, 
she said, thinking aloud, "it's not for nothing that the rap 
came to my door so early, before the birds were awake on 
the boughs-and it's not a good sign to see a black beast 
or bird the first in the morning--and I did not like that 
raven I saw flying about Ulick Maguire's house when I 
looked out-besides, 1 have been dreaming that one of nmy 
teeth fell out last night; umph! I'll lose a friend-I'll 
lose a friend that's certain; however the will of God be 
done ; be knows what is best for us, what we can't know 
ourselves ; and that he'll give us, glory be to his high and 
holy narne. But as I live here's Kathleen comning in haste 
-- hope there is no harm." 

The person she spoke of was a young girl about fourteen 
or fifteen years of age who with flying hair, flushed counte- 
nance, kilted petticoat, and bare legs, came running to her. 

" Well, Kathleen do you want me, or what is the mat- 
ter with you?" 

" Oh, Nona, the misthress wants you above the world 
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